
                 

 

 
 

SUMMER TERM – Week 9 (w/c 22nd June, 2020) 

Years 5 & 6 

Dear parents & children,  

Many of you are continuing to focus well on your learning and we enjoy seeing your hard work.  We also 

love hearing from you – whether it be linked to the learning, or about another of the blog content such as 

wildlife or mindfulness.  However, could we remind the children that every time they comment, the staff are 

alerted.  We then, of course, look – but if the post is just an emoji or a ‘hi’, or ‘thanks’ – it is quite frustrating 

and can become extremely time consuming!  However,  do let us know when a task is completed. 
 

We tweeted some great examples of the newspaper reports – hopefully parents who follow us saw these?  

Malorie Blackman liked the post – but unfortunately didn’t comment or re-tweet!    
 

For those working at home, remember to take regular breaks when working on the computer.  You can 

always complete work off-line and then up-load a picture to PurpleMash to show your teachers. 

Please remember to watch the learning videos provided before attempting to complete each learning task. 

Also, do use the alerts to easily see when your work has been commented on. 

A brief outline of this week’s tasks is as follows:  

English:  Access via the blog: (Just 4 sessions this week) 

 Session 1 – using dialogue effectively. 

 Session 2 – writing a text to Julie. 

 Session 3 – considering who we share worries with, and why. 

 Session 4 – reacting to challenging situations. 
 

Maths:  Access to videos and worksheets through the Maths blog:  

 Year 5 – Decimals – subtraction, multiplication and division / Friday challenge. 

 Year 6 – Volume, area and perimeter / Friday challenge 
 

PSHE: Diversity Week: View the blog to consider the importance of embracing diversity. 
 

2Dos:  2Dos are set for spelling and times tables. 
 

Spelling: Check your 2Dos 
 

French: Follow the link to Language Angels – you can choose which area to practise. 

 

 

Further details and guidance will be coming out soon regarding home learning changes from next week. 

This is due to all available staff now covering ‘bubbles’. We will be setting a project based task instead of 

English each week.  Maths links will continue to be set.   
 

This week we read to the end of Chapter 21 of Pig Heart Boy.  So, after this, you are free to read the final 6 

chapters in your own time.  
 

As always, we will endeavour to respond promptly to all uploaded work, but do please bear with us as staff 

workload is increasing as more children return to school. 
 

 

With very best wishes, 

Mrs Kong and the Phase 5/6 Team. 

 

Parents, please remember to follow Surrey Hills All Saints on Facebook and Twitter 


